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OUTDOOR, BATHROOM AND KITCHEN CONCRETE 
KIT- INSTRUCIONS FOR USE
Suitable for floors laid with glue on dry, flat and compact screed.

YELD: 10 mq

PART A - WASH
HOW TO WASH CONCRETE

1. 1. Start the wash cycle 24 hours after the cementitious grout (we do not recommend epoxy grout).
2. 2. After grouting the tiles, on the dry floor, perform the washing.
3. 3. Dilute the product A wash with water respecting the recommended dilutions.
4. 4. Protect any surfaces (wooden, galvanized, copper, etc. ..) that could come into contact and there-

fore be attacked by the product.
5. 5. Distribute the diluted solution on the tiles and leave to act for 5-20 minutes.
6. 6. Clean the surface with a pad to wash the product and open the porosity.
7. 7. Be sure to rinse well with water using a damp sponge.
8. 8. Wipe up excess product. Pick up with vacuum bin or cotton cloths before it is reabsorbed by the 

material.
9. 9. Wait 24/48 hours (at a minimum temperature of 20°C) for complete drying.

DILUTION: 1+4 (500 ml of product in 2 liters of water)
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PART B - TREATMENT
HOW TO TREAT CONCRETE

1. After 24/48 hours, after washing the tiles and on a clean and dry floor, carry out the treatment.
2. Shake before use. Pour the contents of the bottle B treatment in a container.
3. Always test the product on a loose tile before applying it on the whole surface, in order to check the degree 

of absorption of the tiles.
4. Spread the product with brush/brush evenly over the concrete surface until it is saturated. Do not apply too 

much product. Excessive use may leave stains on the surface.
5. Wait 2 hours for the product to dry completely.

DILUTION: Ready to use. OUT OF POWDER: 1 hour.
WALKABILITY: 2 hours.
TOTAL DRYING: 48 hours.
TOOL CLEANING: Wash with water.
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PART C - FINISH
HOW TO FINISH CONCRETE

1. 2 hours after tile treatment, on the clean and dry floor, do the finishing.
2. Shake before use; pour contents of C finish bottle into container.
3. Always test the product on a loose tile before applying it to the entire surface to check the degree of 

tile absorption.
4. Spread the product evenly over the concrete surface with a brush/brush until it is saturated; do not 

apply too much product. Excessive use may leave stains on the surface.
5. Apply second coat 2 hours after first coat;
6. Wait 2 hours for the product to dry completely.

DILUTION: Ready to use, but can be diluted up to 50% with distilled water.

USE: Use 500 ml for the first coat and the other 500 ml for the second.

RECOMMENDED MAINTENANCE
Ordinary cleaning (everyday)
We suggest to use the product FANGOROSA SOAP - Universal detergent for all surfaces.
Alternatively we suggest neutral soap and water. Do not use alcohol, acid-based detergents, solvents or 
ammonia. Do not use aggressive, acid or alkaline detergents.

Extraordinary cleaning
We suggest to use the product Nutrient for external surfaces. For the extraordinary cleaning do not use 
alcohol, acid, solvent or ammonia based detergents. Do not use aggressive, acid or alkaline detergents.
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